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All the rings considered in this paper are finite, have an identity,
subrings contain the identity and ring homomorphism carry identity to
identity. By a "completely primary ring" we mean precisely a ring R
in which the set J of all zero divisors of R forms an additive group. It

is well known that if R is a completely primary ring, then |R| 
I JI - p (n-1)r,RIJ == GF(p r), the Galois field of order p’ and the char of
R is pk, where 1 = k = n, for some prime p and positive integers n, r, k.
Of special interest is the case k = n ; in this case they are com-

mutative and isomorphic to Zpk [X]/(f), where Zpk k is the ring of
integers modulo p "‘, and f ~Zpk [X] is monic irreducible mod p and of

, degree r. These rings were first considered by Krull (1924), [4] and
since then rediscovered by others. Following the general trend, we
call such a ring a Galois ring and denote it by GR(pkr, p k).

In [6], proposition (1), Raghavendran stated that subrings of Galois
rings are Galois. This is not true in general, as example (1) below
shows. A trivial, alas false, consequence of this is that the inter-
section of Galois subrings of a ring is Galois. These are minor flaws in
themselves, but since they have now been repeated in [5] and [7], we
think it appropriate to publish this little note to prevent further
misuse.

In this note we also provide necessary and sufficient conditions for
subrings of Galois rings to be Galois and for the intersections of
Galois subrings to be Galois.
We need the f ollowing lemma.

LEMMA (1): Let R be a completely primary ring, then R is Galois iff
J=pR.
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This is lemma (2) of [2].

EXAMPLE (1): Let R be a Galois ring of the form GR(pkr, pk).
Consider the subring Zpk[J] of R. Since the residue field of Zpk[J] is
Zp, the order of Z pk [J] is p (k-1)r+1. This subring is Galois only when
(k -1)r + 1 = k ; this implies (r -1)(k -1) = 0, so r = 1 or k = 1 or

both. Therefore Zpk[J] is not Galois if k &#x3E; 1 and r &#x3E; 1. So subrings of
a Galois ring are not necessarily Galois.

This example is due to B. Corbas.

EXAMPLE

a is of multiplicative order 3, and K = GF(22) is the residue field of
Ro. In the construction (A) given in [3], take Ro = Ro, V = K and

So the multiplication defined on R = Ro EB K as follows

where 03C8: R0~ K is the canonical homomorphism, makes R into a
ring.

Obviously Ri = (Ro, 0) is a Galois subring of R of the form

is also a Galois subring of R of the form

positive integer, contradiction. So RI rl R2 is not Galois.
It is not difficult to see that the above example can be generalized

as follows.

Let R be a non-commutative completely Primary ring of char pk
such that piR = piR0, where i ~ k - 1, and Ro is a maximal Galois

subring of R, then the intersection of any distinct maximal Galois
subrings of R is not Galois.
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There are numerous rings satisfying these conditions, for instance
the rings of char p2 given by construction (A) in [3].

PROPOSITION (1): Let R be a completely Primary ring of char p k,
then R is Galois iff R is Principal and Jk = 0.

PROOF: Assume that R is principal, Jk = 0 and IRIJI = pr where r
is a positive integer. Since R is principal, dim R/J (J/J2) ~ 1, but J ~ J2,
otherwise J is not nilpotent, so dimR/J(JI J2) = 1, and hence IJI J2’ = p r.
Now consider the map

It is easily seen that 0 is a surjective RI J - linear mapping , therefore,
dimR/J (Ji/Ji+i) ~ 1 for all i ; hence pnr = |R |~ p kr, so n = k and, there-
fore, R is Galois.

COROLLARY (1): A subring of a Galois ring is Galois iff it is

principal.

COROLLARY (2): The intersection of any two Galois subring is

Galois iff it is principal.

The correct version of proposition (1) of [6] becomes now

Let R be a Galois ring of the form ,GR(pkr, p k); then R has a Galois
subring of the form GRI

This is easy to prove considering the restriction of the canonical
homomorphism R - RIJ to the relevant subring.
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